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ABSTRACT

Heterogeneous graph neural networks (HGNNs) deliver the powerful capability to embed rich structural and semantic information of a heterogeneous graph into low-dimensional node representations. Existing HGNNs usually learn to embed information using hierarchy attention mechanism and repeated neighbor aggregation, suffering from unnecessary complexity and redundant computation. This paper proposes Simple and Efficient Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network (SeHGNN) which reduces this excess complexity through avoiding overused node-level attention within the same relation and pre-computing the neighbor aggregation in the pre-processing stage. Unlike previous work, SeHGNN utilizes a light-weight parameter-free neighbor aggregator to learn structural information for each metapath, and a transformer-based semantic aggregator to combine semantic information across metapaths for the final embedding of each node. As a result, SeHGNN offers the simple network structure, high prediction accuracy, and fast training speed. Extensive experiments on five real-world heterogeneous graphs demonstrate the superiority of SeHGNN over the state-of-the-arts on both the accuracy and training speed. Codes are available at https://github.com/ICT-GIMLab/SeHGNN.

1 INTRODUCTION

The last decade has witnessed explosive growth in graph neural networks (GNNs) in pursuit of performance improvement of graph representation learning. GNNs are primarily designed for homogeneous graphs associated with a single type of node and edge, following a neighborhood aggregation scheme to collect structural information of a graph, where the representation of each node is computed by recursively aggregating the features of its neighbor nodes [30].

However, GNNs are insufficient to deal with the heterogeneous graph which possesses rich semantic information in addition to structural information [16]. Many real-world data in complex systems are naturally represented as heterogeneous graphs, where multiple types of entities and relations among them are embodied by various types of nodes and edges, respectively. For example, the citation heterogeneous graph ACM includes several types of nodes: papers, authors, and subjects, as well as many relations with different semantic meanings, such as author writes paper, paper cites paper, paper belongs to subject. These relations can be composited with each other to form high-level semantic relations, which are represented as metapaths [20, 21]. One type of semantic relation between two authors can be revealed by the metapath Author-Paper-Author (APA) which describes the co-author relation, and another type of metapath Paper-Subject-Paper (PSP) represents that two papers belong to the same subject. It can be seen that heterogeneous graphs contain not only structural information but also rich semantic information, which GNNs fail to exploit.

Various heterogeneous graph neural networks (HGNNs) have been proposed to capture semantic information, achieving great performance in heterogeneous graph representation learning [1, 26, 31, 39]. HGNNs are at the heart of a broad range of applications such as social network analysis [33, 40], recommendation systems [3, 38], and knowledge graph inference [14, 18, 36]. There are two main categories of HGNNs. Metapath-based models [2, 15, 27, 35] collect structural information first and then aggregate semantic information. These models firstly propagate messages at the scope of each metapath in the neighbor aggregation step to generate semantic vectors, and then aggregate semantic vectors across metapaths for each node in the semantic aggregation step to output the final embedding vector. Metapath-free models [6, 9, 13, 41] capture structural and semantic information simultaneously. These models utilize multi-layer GNNs to aggregate messages from a node’s local neighborhood, with extra modules to embed semantic information like node types and edge types into propagated messages or into attention values in attention mechanism.

Existing HGNNs usually learn to embed information using hierarchy attention mechanism and repeated neighbor aggregation, suffering from unnecessary complexity and redundant computation. On the one hand, the role of node-level attention which learns importance among neighbor nodes, is overestimated, and preliminary experiments demonstrate that attention within the same type of relation is unnecessary or leads to overfitting. On the other hand, HGNNs collect structural information through aggregating messages from neighbors in every training epoch, resulting in repeated neighbor aggregation during training. Furthermore, the neighbor aggregation is the most time-consuming step in each training epoch. Take a metapath-based model HAN [27] as an example, the time consumption of the neighbor aggregation is usually dozens of times compared with that of the semantic aggregation. Therefore, the
hierarchy attention mechanism and repeated neighbor aggregation bring extremely high compute costs to HGNNs.

To this end, this paper proposes Simple and Efficient Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network (SeHGNN), a novel metapath-based method, which avoids overused node-level attention at the scope of each metapath and pre-computes the neighbor aggregation only once in the pre-processing stage. Specifically, firstly, SeHGNN utilizes a light-weight mean aggregator rather than the attention mechanism in the neighbor aggregation step, which is simple but efficient and enables parameter-free neighbor aggregation. Secondly, the parameter-free neighbor aggregation step is pre-computed only once in the pre-processing stage so that the results of neighbor aggregation can be reused in every training epoch, which greatly reduces the amount of computation. Finally, a transformer-based semantic aggregator and a new label propagation method are integrated into SeHGNN for further accuracy improvement. Extensive experiments demonstrate that SeHGNN offers the simple network structure, high prediction accuracy, and fast training speed.

The contributions in this work are summarized as follows:

• Through preliminary experiments, we observe the unneccessity of node-level attention within the same relation and the intensive computation of the neighbor aggregation step executed in every training epoch. These endowed an opportunity to reduce the excess complexity and to remove neighbor aggregation from training epoch for HGNNs.

• Motivated by the observations above, we propose a light-weight neighbor aggregator which avoids the overused node-level attention at the scope of each metapath. Furthermore, the parameter-free neighbor aggregation step is executed only once in the pre-processing stage. As a result, the neighbor aggregation results can be reused during training. These designs remove the unecessary complexity and redundant computation.

• We propose Simple and Efficient Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network (SeHGNN) which utilizes the light-weight neighbor aggregator to learn structural information for each metapath, and a novel transformer-based semantic aggregator to combine semantic information across metapaths for the final embedding of each node. Extensive experiments are conducted on five real-world datasets to evaluate SeHGNN. The results demonstrate the superiority of SeHGNN over the state-of-the-arts, i.e., high prediction accuracy and fast training speed.

2 PRELIMINARIES

This section gives related preliminaries and brief introductions of graph convolutional networks (GCNs) as well as graph attention networks (GATs). GCNs and GATs are widely used as basic layers in HGNNs. Notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

2.1 Heterogeneous Graph

A heterogeneous graph [20] can be defined as \( G = (V, E, T^v, T^e) \), where \( V \) is the set of nodes with a node type mapping function \( \phi : V \rightarrow T^v \), and \( E \) is the set of edges with an edge type mapping function \( \psi : E \rightarrow T^e \). Each node \( v_i \in V \) is attached with a type \( \phi(v_i) \in T^v \), and each edge \( e_{ij} \in E \) (or \( e_{ji} \) for short) is attached with a type \( \psi(e_{ij}) \in T^e \). When \( |T^v| = |T^e| = 1 \), the graph degenerates into homogeneous. Generally, for one edge, the pattern of relation \( r_{e_{ij}} \in T^e \) (or \( r_{e_{ji}} \) for short) can be uniquely represented by the node types of the two ends, that is, the target node type \( c_t \) and the source node type \( c_s \).

The graph structure of heterogeneous graph \( G \) can be represented by a series of adjacency matrices \( \{ A_r : r \in T^e \} \). For relation \( r e_{ij}s \in T^e \), \( A_r e_{ij}s \in \mathbb{R}^{|V|^2} \) is the corresponding adjacency matrix where the nonzero value means an edge exists.

2.2 Metapath

Metapaths are widely used to capture high-level semantics. A metapath \( P \) (or \( e_{ij} \cdots e_{kl} \)) defines a composite relation, which ends at type \( c_1 \) and starts at type \( c_l \). A metapath instance \( p \) (or \( e_{ij} \cdots e_{kl} \) if and only if there is a metapath instance \( p(a_i, a_j) \) that connects node \( i \) and node \( j \) in the original graph \( G \).

2.3 Graph Neural Network

The target of GNNs is to learn representation \( h \) of each node based on the graph structure and the initial raw node features \( x \). For each node \( v \in V \), GNNs learn an embedding vector \( h_v \) by aggregating features \( x_u : u \in N_v \) from local neighbor set \( N_v \) of \( v \). The embedding vectors are used in the downstream task such as node classification.

Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [11] proposes a multi-layer network using the following layer-wise propagation rule:

\[
H^{(l+1)} = \sigma(AH^{(l)}W^{(l)}),
\]

where \( H^{(l)} \) is the representation of all nodes after the \( l \)th layer \( (H^{(0)} = X) \), \( W^{(l)} \) is the trainable weight matrix, \( \sigma \) is the nonlinear function.
These methods start with the feature projection step which projects raw feature vectors of different types of nodes to the same latent data space. Then at the scope of each metapath, the neighbor aggregation step aggregates feature vectors of metapath-based neighbors and generates a semantic feature vector for each node. At last, the semantic aggregation step fuses those semantic vectors across different metapaths for each node, and outputs the final embeddings of nodes. In addition, metapath-based HGNNs usually build subgraphs such as metapath neighbor graphs out of the original heterogeneous graph to learn the structure information, while the semantic information like node and edge types are embedded inside the propagated messages or attention values in attention mechanism. Metapath-free methods do not build subgraphs, but extra aggregation steps are added to capture structural and semantic information simultaneously. These methods are based on multi-layer GNN networks, and usually use hierarchy attention mechanism with attention modules at each layer to learn importance among edges. Each layer aggregates propagated messages from direct (first-order) neighbors in the original heterogeneous graph to learn the structure information, while the semantic information like node and edge types are embedded inside the propagated messages or attention values in attention mechanism. Metapath-free methods do not build subgraphs, but extra modules are required to embed the semantic information.

**RSHN** [41] firstly builds coarsened line graph to obtain embeddings of different edge types, and then combines feature vectors of first-order neighbors and their corresponding edge embeddings to generate the propagated messages for aggregation.

**HetSANN** [6] uses a multi-layer GNN with type-specific GAT layers for the aggregation of local information. The type-specific GAT layer utilizes unique trainable attention parameter $a^r$ for each edge type $r$.

**HGT** [9] proposes a novel heterogeneous mutual attention mechanism based on Transformer [23], using type-specific parameters to characterize the heterogeneous attention over each edge. It also

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature projection</th>
<th>HGNN</th>
<th>HetGNN</th>
<th>HAN</th>
<th>MAGNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h^*_u = W^r(x_u)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbor aggregation</td>
<td>$x'_u = \frac{1}{</td>
<td>N_u'</td>
<td>} \sum_{u \in N_u} h'_u$</td>
<td>$z'_0 = \text{Bi-LSTM}({h'_u : u \in N_u'})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic aggregation</td>
<td>$h_u = \sum_r z'_r + W_0 x_u$</td>
<td>$\alpha'_l = \frac{\exp(\text{LeakyReLU}(a^T_l [z'_l</td>
<td></td>
<td>h'_u]))}{\sum_k \exp(\text{LeakyReLU}(a^T_k [z'_k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2**: The unified framework of metapath-based HGNNs.

**HetGNN** [35] uses random walks to sample a fixed-size neighbor set $N^l$ of each node type $l$ for each node $v$ in the pre-processing stage. Then the first step in training aggregates content features of nodes inside each neighbor set $N^l$ using a Bi-LSTM [5] aggregator, and generates the $l$-type embedding. The second step combines these type-specific embeddings using the attention mechanism and outputs the final embedding vector for each node.

**HAN** [27] introduces hierarchical attention mechanism to heterogeneous graphs, with the combination of the node-level attention for neighbor aggregation and the semantic-level attention for semantic aggregation. The first step is implemented with a GAT layer on each metapath neighbor graph to generate semantic vectors. The second step calculates a global attention value for each metapath. The final embedding is a weighted sum of all semantic vectors across different metapaths for each node.

**MAGNN** [2] is based on HAN and further takes use of all nodes in a metapath instance rather than only the nodes of the two endpoints. Furthermore, MAGNN proposes several encoders to embed node content features of all nodes in a metapath instance.

### 3.2 Metapath-free HGNNs

Metapath-free HGNNs execute one-step aggregation and capture structural and semantic information simultaneously. These methods are based on multi-layer GNN networks, and usually use hierarchy attention mechanism with attention modules at each layer to learn importance among edges. Each layer aggregates propagated messages from direct (first-order) neighbors in the original heterogeneous graph to learn the structure information, while the semantic information like node and edge types are embedded inside the propagated messages or attention values in attention mechanism. Metapath-free methods do not build subgraphs, but extra modules are required to embed the semantic information.

**RSHN** [41] firstly builds coarsened line graph to obtain embeddings of different edge types, and then combines feature vectors of first-order neighbors and their corresponding edge embeddings to generate the propagated messages for aggregation.

**HetSANN** [6] uses a multi-layer GNN with type-specific GAT layers for the aggregation of local information. The type-specific GAT layer utilizes unique trainable attention parameter $a^r$ for each edge type $r$.

**HGT** [9] proposes a novel heterogeneous mutual attention mechanism based on Transformer [23], using type-specific parameters to characterize the heterogeneous attention over each edge. It also

---

**3 RELATED WORKS**

This section describes two main types of HGNNs, i.e., metapath-based HGNNs and metapath-free HGNNs, according to how they aggregate structural and semantic information in heterogeneous graphs. In addition, this section presents the relation between heterogeneous graphs and SGC [29]-based models.

### 3.1 Metapath-based HGNNs

Metapath-based HGNNs execute two-step aggregations to aggregate structural and semantic information from heterogeneous graphs. These methods start with the feature projection step which projects raw feature vectors of different types of nodes to the same latent data space. Then at the scope of each metapath, the neighbor aggregation step aggregates feature vectors of metapath-based neighbors and generates a semantic feature vector for each node. At last, the semantic aggregation step fuses those semantic vectors across different metapaths for each node, and outputs the final embeddings of nodes. In addition, metapath-based HGNNs usually build subgraphs such as metapath neighbor graphs out of the original heterogeneous graph in the pre-processing stage. Table 2 shows the unified framework of metapath-based HGNNs.

**RGCN** [15] is the pioneer to extend GCN to multi-relational knowledge graphs. RGCN partitions the graph into subgraphs. Each subgraph contains all edges of one edge type. For each node, the first step performs mean aggregation on each subgraph, and the second step adds the results across different subgraphs together.

**HetGNN** [7] is the pioneer to extend GCN to heterogeneous graphs. HetGNN partitions the graph into subgraphs. Each subgraph contains all edges of one edge type. For each node, the first step performs mean aggregation on each subgraph, and the second step adds the results across different subgraphs together.
uses a type-aware sampling method to tackle large heterogeneous graphs.

HGB [13] constructs a benchmark for HGNNs, which unifies the network settings and datasets of previous work. It also proposes a simple but strong baseline model which takes a multi-layer GAT network as backbone and uses learnable edge type embeddings. For one edge, both the edge type embedding and node embeddings of the source node and the target node are used to calculate the attention value at each layer.

3.3 Differences with SGC-based models

SeHGNN is also inspired by the Simplified Graph Convolutional Network (SGC) [29], which is designed for homogeneous graphs. SGC decouples the feature propagation and the nonlinear feature projection of a multi-layer GNN and pre-computes the feature propagation in the pre-processing stage. SeHGNN can also be seen as an extension of SGC on heterogeneous graphs.

In addition, several SGC-based models like NARS [34] and GAML [37] have attempted to apply SGC to heterogeneous graphs, but they simply and inherently treat the processing of a heterogeneous graph as the processing of multiple homogeneous graphs. These models split one heterogeneous graph into several relation subgraphs which contain different subsets of edge types. Each subgraph is treated as homogeneous and processed using SGC. There are two inefficiencies of these models. Firstly, they directly aggregate the raw features of different types of nodes in each subgraph although these features may have different feature dimensions or lie in different latent spaces. Secondly, a subgraph may contain several metapaths with different semantics, but the feature aggregation in these models is semantic-agnostic and even confuses the semantics.

However, SeHGNN avoids the two inefficiencies above by proposing a well-designed framework that combines the advantages of both metapath-based methods and SGC. SeHGNN is not only able to learn structural information on each metapath neighbor graph separately without confusing semantics like metapath-based methods, but also inherits the characteristic of fast training speed from SGC by pre-computing neighbor aggregation for each metapath in the pre-processing stage.

4 MOTIVATION

Existing HGNNs usually learn to embed information using hierarchy attention mechanism and repeated neighbor aggregation, suffering from unnecessary complexity and redundant computation. These inefficiencies are represented in the following two aspects.

Overused node-level attention. We observe that for each target node in HGB, the node-level attention values of the same type of relations are similar, while those among different types of relations differ a lot. Figure 1 (a) gives a diagram of this phenomenon. In particular, for each type of relation, we calculate the standard deviation of attention values for each node on ACM dataset. Figure 1 (b) shows the distributions of these standard deviations, where “all” refers to the standard deviations across all relations. As can be seen, the difference of attention values within the same type of relation is much smaller than that across different types of relations.

Further experiments prove that for the node-level attention, using same attention values for the same type of relations achieves equivalent or even better performance on typical metapath-based or metapath-free methods. In the experiments, for the metapath-based method HAN, we replace the GAT layer in each metapath neighbor graph with the mean aggregator. And for the metapath-free method HGB, we add additional functions to average the attention values of the same type of relations for each target node. As Table 3 shows, HGB maintains the same accuracy while HAN gets better effect after the modifications. We reason the accuracy improvement is derived from that HAN† is free of the complexity brought by the attention mechanism and therefore suffering less from overfitting.

Time-consuming neighbor aggregation. Previous metapath-based methods execute neighbor aggregation in every training epoch, which brings excess computation. The neighbor aggregation step captures structural information on each metapath neighbor graph, which brings intensive computation and usually dominates the total time used for each epoch. Experiments show that in HAN, the time consumption of neighbor aggregation is 92× and 84× that of semantic aggregation on DBLP and ACM respectively.

Motivated by the observation above, on one hand, we can simplify the network structure and make it more efficient, by using the mean aggregator for each metapath neighbor graph without sacrificing the performance of the model. On the other hand, it endows an opportunity to execute neighbor aggregation in the pre-processing stage based on the following reasons: a) as both the feature projection step and the neighbor aggregation step contain no nonlinear functions, the order of the two steps can be exchanged; b) as the mean neighbor aggregator is parameter-free, it can be pre-computed in the pre-processing stage.

After those designs, not only the redundant attention computation is avoided for each metapath neighbor graph by using the mean aggregator, but also the neighbor aggregation is executed only once in the pre-processing stage rather than in every training epoch, which significantly reduces the training time. This is the key point of SeHGNN.
5 METHODOLOGY

This section formally proposes Simple and Efficient Heterogeneous Neural Network (SeHGNN), a metapath-based method for heterogeneous graphs. Figure 2 shows the overall framework of SeHGNN which consists of three main components: simplified neighbor aggregation, multi-layer feature projection, and transformer-based semantic aggregation. Figure 2 also highlights the difference between SeHGNN and previous metapath-based HGNNs, i.e., SeHGNN pre-computes the neighbor aggregation in the pre-processing stage rather than in every training epoch, which reduces the excess complexity in metapath-based methods. In addition, SeHGNN utilizes a novel label propagation and a general metapath selection method for better performance. Algorithm 1 outlines the overall training process of SeHGNN.

5.1 Simplified Neighbor Aggregation

The simplified neighbor aggregation is executed only once in the pre-processing stage and generates a list of feature matrices \( M = \{ X_\mathcal{P} : \mathcal{P} \in \Phi \} \) for all given metapaths \( \Phi \). These matrices are taken as inputs of the network in later training. In particular, for each node \( i \) in the heterogeneous graph, it uses the mean aggregator to aggregate features from the set of metapath-based neighbors and then generates a semantic feature vector for each given metapath,

\[
m_j = \langle x_j^\mathcal{P} = \frac{1}{|\mathcal{P}|} \sum_{p_{i,j} \in \mathcal{P}} x_j : \mathcal{P} \in \Phi \rangle,
\]

where \( p_{i,j} \) is one metapath instance of metapath \( \mathcal{P} \) pointing from node \( i \) to node \( j \).

However, the collection of metapath-based neighbors introduces extra complexity. Existing metapath-based methods like HAN and MAGNN build metapath neighbor graphs for each metapath in the pre-processing stage. Instead, we use the multiplication of adjacency matrices to calculate the semantic feature matrices. In particular, let \( X^c = [x_{c,1}^T; x_{c,1}^T; \ldots; x_{c,|\mathcal{P}|}^T] \in \mathbb{R}^{||\mathcal{P}|| \times d_c} \) be the raw feature matrix of all nodes belonging to type \( c \), where each row in this matrix is the raw feature vector of the corresponding node and \( d_c \) is its feature dimension. Then the simplified neighbor aggregation can be expressed as

\[
X_\mathcal{P} = \hat{A}_{c_c} \hat{A}_{c_1,c_2} \ldots \hat{A}_{c_l-1,c_l} X_{c_l},
\]

where \( \mathcal{P} = c_c c_2 \ldots c_l \) is a \((l+1)\)-length metapath, and \( \hat{A}_{c,c} \) is the row-normalized form of adjacent matrix \( A_{c,c} \) between node type \( c \) and \( c_1 \). In addition, if \( X_{P'} \) has been calculated given the metapath \( P' = c_1 c_2 \ldots c_l \), then \( X_{P'} \) can be calculated with \( X_{P'} \) as the intermediate result, i.e., \( X_{P'} = \hat{A}_{c,c} X_{P'} \). For example, PAP and PAP are two metapaths pre-defined for the ACM dataset. We can calculate \( X_{PAP} \) first and then calculate \( X_{PPAP} = \hat{A}_{PP} X_{PPAP} \).

Note that Equation (2) is a simplified version of Equation (1), and the two expressions are not equivalent. Equation (1) first collects all the metapath instances and then aggregates the features of source nodes, while Equation (2) is similar to the calculation of a multi-layer GCN. However, the number of metapath instances grows exponentially with the length of the metapath. Equation (2) brings convenience for the utilization of longer metapaths, and the final performance results of SeHGNN prove its efficiency.
5.2 Multi-layer Feature Projection

The feature projection step projects semantic vectors into the same feature space. This is because the output semantic vectors of the prior neighbor aggregation step have different dimensions or lie in different data spaces, while the next semantic aggregation step uses shared parameters across different metapaths and requires the input semantic vectors lying in the same latent space.

The general method for feature projection is to design a semantic-specific transformation matrix $W^P$ for each metapath $P$. The process of feature projection represents as $H^P = W^P X^P$.

Note that different transformation matrices are used for different metapaths, while previous HGNNs usually use node-type specific specific matrices. In addition, for better representation power, for the feature projection of each metapath we use a multi-layer perception (MLP) with a normalization layer, a nonlinear layer and a dropout layer between two successive linear layers.

5.3 Transformer-based Semantic Aggregation

The semantic aggregation step fuses semantic feature vectors and the model. We propose a novel method adapted to the framework that proves that using labels as extra inputs can improve the effect of downstream tasks like the node classification as follows:

For each semantic vector $\hat{h}^P$, the prior feature projection step generates a list of semantic vectors \{h$^{P_i}$\} for each node. The transformer-based semantic aggregator learns mutual attentions for each pair of semantic vectors. For each semantic vector $h_i$, this aggregator maps it into a query vector $q_i$, a key vector $k_i$ and a value vector $v_i$. The mutual attention value $\alpha_{(q, k)}$ is the normalization for the dot product result of query vector $q_i$ and key vector $k_i$ with a softmax normalization. The output vector of this semantic $P_i$ is the weighted sum of all value vectors $v_i$ with their corresponding attention values $\alpha_{(q_i, k_i)}$. The process of semantic aggregation is presented as

$$q_i = W_0 h_i, k_i = W_k h_i, v_i = W_v h_i$$

$$\alpha_{(q_i, k_i)} = \frac{\exp(q_i \cdot k_i^T)}{\sum_{j} \exp(q_j \cdot k_i^T)}$$

$$\hat{h}_i = \beta \sum_{j} \alpha_{(q_i, k_j)} v_j + h_i$$

where $W_0, W_k, W_v, \beta$ are trainable parameters shared for all metapaths. The final embedding vector of each node is the concatenation of all those output vectors, and another MLP is used for downstream tasks like the node classification as follows:

$$\text{Pred} = \text{MLP}(\{h^P; \|h^P_2\|; \ldots; ||h^P|\})$$

5.4 Additional Training Techniques

Metapath-based label propagation. Previous work [17, 25, 28] proves that using labels as extra inputs can improve the effect of the model. We propose a novel method adapted to the framework of SeHGNN to utilize labels. Like the raw features, the one-hot format labels are propagated along various metapaths in neighbor aggregation. Such process generates a series of matrices of propagated labels $\{Y_P : P \in \Phi_Y\}$ which reflect the label distribution of corresponding metapath neighbor graphs. Given a metapath $P = c_1 c_2 \ldots c_l c$, where $c$ is the target node type in the node classification task, the expression of the label propagation is $Y^P = \text{remove\_diag}(\hat{A}^P)^c Y_c$, $\hat{A}^P = \hat{A}_{c_1c_2 \ldots c_l c}$ where $Y_c$ is the raw label matrix. In matrix $Y_c$, the rows of nodes in the initial training set take the values of one-hot labels, and other rows fill with 0. In SeHGNN, the label propagation also executes in the neighbor aggregation step and outputs semantic matrices as extra inputs for later training.

General metapath selection. Previous metapath-based methods rely on pre-defined metapaths by experts. Unlike them, we adopt a general method to generate metapaths. We pre-define the maximum length of metapaths and utilize all proper metapaths which are no more than this length. Given the target node type of a specific node classification task, a proper metapath for neighbor aggregation should end with this node type, and a proper metapath for label propagation should both start and end with the type. As an example, for ACM dataset the target node type of the classification task is $P$, if the maximum length is three for both neighbor aggregation and label propagation, SeHGNN generates semantic feature matrices $X_P, X_P A, X_P S, X_P A, X_P S A, X_P S A, X_P S A, X_P S A, X_P S A$ as
well as propagated label matrices $Y_{pp}, Y_{PAp}, Y_{PSP}, Y_{PPP}$, as inputs for later training.

Multi-stage training. Recent work [12, 19, 32] introduces multi-stage training which selects test nodes with confident predictions at the end of each training stage and adds these nodes to the training set. Then the model is reset and the training process for the next stage starts. The aim of multi-stage training is to utilize the label information in the test set. Let $L_0$ be the initial training set. After the training in stage $k > 1$, nodes whose maximum prediction scores are above the threshold $\delta_k$ are seen as “confident”. These nodes are added to the training set for the next stage $k + 1$. The whole process is presented as

$$L_{k+1} = L_0 \cup \{i : \max \text{Pred}_i > \delta_k\}.$$  

Note that when the metapath-based label propagation and the multi-stage training technique are both used during training, the raw label matrix $Y^{(k)}$ should be updated at the beginning of each training stage $k$. For nodes not in the initial training set $L_0$ but in $L_k$, we use their prediction scores in the prior $k - 1$ stage to fill the corresponding rows in $Y^{(k)}$.

6 EXPERIMENT

6.1 Experiment Setup

Datasets. In the evaluation, we use five widely-used datasets in the semi-supervised node classification task: four middle-scale datasets including DBLP, ACM, IMDB, as well as Freebase, and a large-scale dataset Ogbn-mag from OGB Challenge [7]. The simple statistics of these heterogeneous graphs are summarized in Table 4. In addition, one-hot format index vectors are assigned to nodes with no attributes as their dummy input features.

Network Configuration. For the network backbone, a three-layer MLPs is used for each metapath in feature projection, and another three-layer MLP for the task-specific module to classify nodes. The dimension of hidden vectors is 512. For the transformer-based aggregator in semantic aggregation, the dimension of query and key vectors are 1/8 of hidden vectors and the dimension of value vectors is the same as hidden vectors. The number of attention heads of the transformer-based aggregator is 1. In addition, Table 5 shows the maximum length and number of metapaths used for neighbor aggregation and label propagation in each dataset. The total number of metapaths corresponds to the number of input semantic feature matrices for the network during training.

Training Parameter Setup. The model is optimized with Adam [10] in training. The learning rate is 0.0003 and the weight decay is 0.0001 for the Freebase dataset, and the learning rate is 0.0001 and the weight decay is 0 for others. In the following experiments, each presented score is the average from 5 times of training.

6.2 Results on Node Classification

Comparison on Middle-scale Datasets. We compare SeHGNN against several well-known state-of-arts including four metapath-based HGNNs and four metapath-free HGNNs on middle-size datasets. These HGNNs have been introduced in Section 3. Furthermore, to dissect the efficiency of SeHGNN and extra gains from multi-stage training, we evaluate SeHGNN with and without the multi-stage technique. For the baselines on the four middle-scale datasets, we adopt results published in HGB [13].

Table 6 shows that SeHGNN achieves the best performance over all baselines except Micro-F1 accuracy in Freebase dataset. The performance gains are attributed to three aspects: a) more semantic messages, the light-weight neighbor aggregation brings the opportunity to use more metapaths; b) better semantic aggregation, a transformer-based semantic aggregator is used to learn the attention values between each pair of semantic vectors, rather than just getting a single weighted sum result with attention mechanism; c) less overfitting, the preliminary experiments in Section 4 have implied that the node-level attention within the same relation may lead to overfitting, but SeHGNN avoids using node-level attention in the neighbor aggregation step.

In addition, the multi-stage training technique only slightly improves the accuracy on DBLP and ACM datasets but gains great improvement on IMDB and Freebase datasets. This is because this technique utilizes extra information from validation and test sets to generate raw features for nodes with no attributes, otherwise randomly initialized feature vectors are used. Table 7 shows SeHGNN achieves higher accuracy with the help of extra features and the multi-stage training technique. Furthermore, SeHGNN achieves comparable accuracy even without extra features.

6.3 Ablation Study

To validate the effectiveness of each component of SeHGNN, we further conduct experiments on different SeHGNN variants. The
Table 6: Experiment results of the comparison with the state-of-the-arts on middle-scale datasets. “-” means that the models run out of memory on large graphs. Bold and blue figures are best and the second best results for each dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DBLP</th>
<th>IMDB</th>
<th>ACM</th>
<th>Freebase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Macro-F1</td>
<td>Micro-F1</td>
<td>Macro-F1</td>
<td>Micro-F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGNN</td>
<td>91.52±0.50</td>
<td>92.07±0.50</td>
<td>58.85±0.26</td>
<td>62.05±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HetGNN</td>
<td>91.76±0.43</td>
<td>92.33±0.41</td>
<td>48.25±0.67</td>
<td>51.16±0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAN</td>
<td>91.67±0.49</td>
<td>92.05±0.62</td>
<td>57.74±0.96</td>
<td>64.63±0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNN</td>
<td>93.28±0.51</td>
<td>93.76±0.45</td>
<td>56.49±0.20</td>
<td>64.67±1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSHN</td>
<td>93.34±0.58</td>
<td>93.81±0.55</td>
<td>59.85±3.21</td>
<td>64.22±1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HetSANN</td>
<td>78.55±2.42</td>
<td>80.56±1.50</td>
<td>49.47±1.21</td>
<td>57.68±0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGT</td>
<td>93.01±0.23</td>
<td>93.49±0.25</td>
<td>63.00±1.19</td>
<td>67.20±0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGB</td>
<td>94.01±0.24</td>
<td>94.46±0.22</td>
<td>63.53±1.36</td>
<td>67.36±0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeHGNN</td>
<td>94.92±0.13</td>
<td>95.27±0.12</td>
<td>67.11±0.25</td>
<td>69.17±0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeHGNN+multi-stage</td>
<td>94.97±0.27</td>
<td>95.33±0.26</td>
<td>67.65±0.46</td>
<td>69.76±0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Experiment results of the comparison with the state-of-the-arts on large-scale dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Validation accuracy</th>
<th>Test accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RGNN</td>
<td>48.35±0.36</td>
<td>47.37±0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGT</td>
<td>49.89±0.47</td>
<td>49.27±0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGT+emb</td>
<td>51.24±0.46</td>
<td>49.82±0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMLP</td>
<td>53.23±0.23</td>
<td>51.63±0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARS+emb</td>
<td>53.72±0.09</td>
<td>52.40±0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMLP+emb</td>
<td>55.48±0.08</td>
<td>53.96±0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMLP+emb+multi-stage</td>
<td>57.02±0.41</td>
<td>55.90±0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeHGNN</td>
<td>55.95±0.11</td>
<td>53.99±0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeHGNN+emb</td>
<td>56.56±0.07</td>
<td>54.78±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeHGNN+multi-stage</td>
<td>58.70±0.08</td>
<td>56.71±0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeHGNN+emb+multi-stage</td>
<td><strong>59.17±0.09</strong></td>
<td><strong>57.19±0.12</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Effectiveness of each component of SeHGNN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>DBLP</th>
<th>ACM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Macro-F1</td>
<td>Micro-F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeHGNN</td>
<td>94.92</td>
<td>95.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-lp</td>
<td>94.62 (-0.30)</td>
<td>95.02 (-0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-trans</td>
<td>94.50 (-0.42)</td>
<td>94.89 (-0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small</td>
<td>94.57 (-0.35)</td>
<td>94.97 (-0.30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

variant no-lp does not leverage label propagation, the variant no-trans uses a GAT layer rather than the transformer-based aggregator for semantic aggregation, and the variant small uses the same metapaths as other metapath-based methods in HGB benchmark (i.e., [A, APA, APTPA, APVPA] for DBLP and [P, PAP, PSP, PCPP, PSP] for ACM). The results of these variants are shown in Table 8.

Results on no-lp reveal that the label propagation technique brings performance gain for a part of datasets but not for all. Results on no-trans reveal that the transformer-based semantic aggregation achieves great performance improvement compared with attention-based semantic aggregation. Results on small reveal that the introduction of more metapaths does bring performance gains for SeHGNN, especially for ACM dataset, but SeHGNN still has the better performance compared with previous metapath-based methods even if the number of metapaths is limited.

6.4 Complexity Analysis

In this section, we theoretically analyse the time complexity of SeHGNN compared with previous work like HAN and HGB during training. In addition, we conduct experiments to experimentally compare the time consumption of SeHGNN with different HGNNS.

Table 9 shows the time complexity of each component of SeHGNN compared with HAN, where \(N\) is the number of node types, \(K\) is the number of metapaths, \(D\) is the dimension of hidden vectors, and \(N_{\text{lp}}\) is the average number of neighbors in metapath neighbor graphs. Note that for an \((l+1)\)-length metapath, the generation of the corresponding metapath neighbor graph is similar to the neighbor sampling of a 1-layer GCN, where the number of sampled nodes grows exponentially with \(l[1]\). As a result, we have \(N_{\text{lp}} > K\) in most cases. Thus the time complexity of SeHGNN is lower than that of HAN. Similarly, the time complexity of HGB is \(O(KE_{l}D^{2})\), where \(E_{l}\) is the average number of neighbors of each node in whole heterogeneous graph. Thus the time complexity of SeHGNN is lower than that of HGB when \(K < E_{l}\).

Figure 3 shows the average time consumption of the state-of-the-art HGNNS and SeHGNN for each training epoch on DBLP dataset. SeHGNN (small) utilizes five metapaths which is the same as these
metapath-based methods, while SeHGNN uses nine metapaths as Table 5 shows. Figure 3 shows that both these two versions of SeHGNN run faster and achieve better accuracy than these state-of-the-arts. Furthermore, SeHGNN achieves better accuracy when uses more number of metapaths, but more training time is consumed.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the Simple and Efficient Heterogeneous Graph Neural Network (SeHGNN) for heterogeneous graph representation learning. Unlike previous work, we design a light-weight attention-free neighbor aggregation module and utilize a transformer-based semantic aggregator for semantic aggregation. In addition, the parameter-free neighbor aggregation is executed only once in the pre-processing stage rather than in every training epoch, avoiding unnecessary complexity and redundant computation. Experiments on four medium-scale widely-used datasets and a large-scale dataset demonstrate the superiority of SeHGNN over the state-of-the-arts on both the accuracy and training speed.
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